A review of the management of tibial plateau fractures.
Tibial plateau fractures form a wide spectrum of injuries presenting varying challenges to the trauma surgeon. The prognosis of this injury spectrum is largely dependent on the management of each particular configuration, and the literature is as a result littered with a number of management strategies with limited consensus. The aim of this review is to provide a concise guide to the trauma surgeon based on newer and classical peer-reviewed publications in international orthopaedic journals. A PubMed search was conducted to identify peer-reviewed publications within the last 10 years and expanded to identify classic papers pertaining to the Schatzker classification. The focus was on articles based on management techniques, controversies and recent developments. The management of specific injury patterns is based on the Schatzker classification which is a widely accepted traditional classification system. Whilst there is a general consensus on the ultimate goal of a stable anatomic reduction in this subset of fractures, there continues to be a number of controversies surrounding issues including pre-operative imaging, initial assessment and definitive management of specific injury patterns, some of which do not conform to the original Schatzker classification. The majority of fractures will require operative management, and with whatever management strategy employed, the main emphasis is on respecting the soft tissue envelope. There remains a paucity of prospective randomised controlled trials comparing the different available operative techniques.